EU Suspends E-NIC Funding over Government Delay

Documents of 26 Firms Referred to AG Office: NDC

41 Militants Killed in Newest Security Operations

Dozens of ALP Men Rescued from Talibain Siege

AFILS Notes Sharp Investment Decline in First Half of 2015
Election is the process by which a member of a community or nation chooses their leaders in democratic society, therefore such an election should be free and fair to ensure that the leaders are acceptable to all members of the society therefore election should be based on freedom to citizens in order to have full participation in the election process they should also have the right to vote secretly without vote buying.

In the last elections held for presidency, provincial and parliamentary councils over the past decade, we have learned about the range of structural flaws, logistical limitations and demographic changes which need to be upgraded and improved. One of the key democratic mandates has to be institutionalized, that is we need radical reforms and electoral laws is fundamental to this.

The three elections held a crucial need for Afghan electoral laws to emerged after the former presidential election. Nonetheless, the developments of the three elections do not yet seem to the real reason for the delay. Delays again and again controversy the issues of national electoral law and the popularization of everyday issues in the given time. It is witnessed when everyone is talking about electoral law. The electoral laws are held problematic with the women's quota in law, which is now not in a role in ethnic balance of the electoral bodies and ultimately, the delay is to turn the optimum of electoral cycle. Law as a tool to fulfill the constitutional mandate of the parliament taking the finalization of the current form before the finalization of the national elections.

The parliamentary elections are not to be held this year and the year did not extend by the results of the electoral reform consultation. Parliamentary elections are a difficult challenge - given that there are no set electoral rules - accomplishes the state of affairs. Without such electoral rules the condition of parliamentary elections will be a difficult and challenging task. Afghanistan's legislative government must get committed to implementing a comprehensive program of reforms to empower the Afghan parliamentaries, thereby making the vision of the Constitution a daily reality for the people of Afghanistan. The quality of the country is strengthened by a genuine political partnership between the President and the Parliament and the constitutional legitimacy of the national elections.

The election is the only way to turn the current reality into a political formula and ensure the implementation of the constitutional rights which are the basic democratic rights. The election is important to ensure the legitimacy of the government and to ensure the implementation of the laws and regulations which are necessary for the development of the country.

The three elections held a crucial need for Afghan electoral laws to emerged after the former presidential election. Nonetheless, the developments of the three elections do not yet seem to the real reason for the delay. Delays again and again controversy the issues of national electoral law and the popularization of everyday issues in the given time. It is witnessed when everyone is talking about electoral law. The electoral laws are held problematic with the women's quota in law, which is now not in a role in ethnic balance of the electoral bodies and ultimately, the delay is to turn the optimum of electoral cycle. Law as a tool to fulfill the constitutional mandate of the parliament taking the finalization of the current form before the finalization of the national elections.

The parliamentary elections are not to be held this year and the year did not extend by the results of the electoral reform consultation. Parliamentary elections are a difficult challenge - given that there are no set electoral rules - accomplishes the state of affairs. Without such electoral rules the condition of parliamentary elections will be a difficult and challenging task. Afghanistan's legislative government must get committed to implementing a comprehensive program of reforms to empower the Afghan parliamentaries, thereby making the vision of the Constitution a daily reality for the people of Afghanistan. The quality of the country is strengthened by a genuine political partnership between the President and the Parliament and the constitutional legitimacy of the national elections.

The election is the only way to turn the current reality into a political formula and ensure the implementation of the constitutional rights which are the basic democratic rights. The election is important to ensure the legitimacy of the government and to ensure the implementation of the laws and regulations which are necessary for the development of the country.
14) Reopen borders of Afghanistan, told UN panel.

The second day of the annual UN Human Rights Council panel on Afghanistan opened on Wednesday with the US government and others expressing concern over the worsening situation in the country.

Afghanistan's permanent representative to the UN, Ahmad Massoud, told the council that the government's top priority is to ensure the safety and security of all Afghans.

"The Afghan government is fully committed to protecting the human rights of all Afghans," he said. "We are working closely with the international community to address the challenges facing the country and to ensure a peaceful and prosperous future for Afghanistan."
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65pc of Working Women in North Complain of Harassment

MACAR-HAFAR-B - On average, 65 percent of working women in the workplace in four northern Punjab districts are subject to harassment.

The survey has been conducted by a civil society group, Rural Training and Consultancy Organization, in northern Balkh, Baghlan, Jowzjan and Samangan provinces. The survey was carried out by 30 researchers from the Afghanistan National Civil Police (ANCOP). The survey found that 65 percent of working women had experienced harassment in the workplace.

The researchers found that the harassment level of working women had increased to 65 percent from a previous study. The study showed that women were harassed at work. About 30 percent of women had experienced harassment at work. Women and 15 percent of men had experienced harassment at work. Women and 10 percent of men had experienced harassment at work.

KARUL - Afghan Special Security Forces (ASSF) launched a complex operation to provide relief to a Hornet Patrol in the Afghan National Police (ANP) in Kandahar district, south of Unghi province.

ASSF officials confirmed on Tuesday, that the operation was launched to support the patrol and help them in their efforts to maintain security in the area.

The operation was carried out in Unghi, a district in Kandahar province, where security forces have been facing challenges in recent months.

260 Rebels Suffer Casualties in Nangarhar Offensive

Insurgency Hampering Work on Kunduz Uplift Projects

KUNDUZ CITY - The residents of Kunduz and local officials in northern Kunduz province confirmed that construction work on some uplift projects had been stopped due to the security situation in the area.

The situation has been exacerbated by the insurgent activity in the area, which has prevented the authorities from proceeding with the work.

KARUL - Security officials said on Tuesday nearly 260 rockets were fired against the Afghan National Army (ANA) and Afghan National Police (ANP) in eastern Nangarhar province.

The rockets were fired at night from Pakistan, causing damage to the buildings and vehicles in the area.

Families of Kabul Attack Victims Demand Justice amid Deadly Bombings

Corps Commander and Nangarhar police chief Brig. Gen. Farhad Ahmad Sardar shared latest media with families about the ongoing operation.

Gen. Wast said the Afghan forces were well-equipped and had the ability to defeat the enemies of the country and the people under any circumstance.

The attack, which was carried out by 14 Taliban militants, had been killed and another 12 were injured, according to the officials.

The attack was carried out in northern Kunduz district, which experienced a series of rocket attacks earlier this month.

Khairullah Rashidi, the inhabitant of Charkat district, said most of the roads and villages were under attack at night.

The Taliban has been active in the area and the security forces have been unable to establish control.

Taliban Says Not Behind Kabul Suicide Attack Which Left 12 Dead

KABUL - The Taliban militant group in Afghanistan has said they are not behind the deadly suicide attack in the capital which left at least 12 people dead.

The group claimed responsibility for the attack, saying they were fighting against the government.

The statement furthers the group's aim to disrupt the Afghan government's efforts to find a political solution to the war.

KARUL - The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has placed new restrictions on Afghan passports in the wake of a recent incident involving an Afghan officer on an Afghan passport fraudiously, Documents reviewed by ToloNews indicate that a female officer's name was altered to be an Afghan officer's name and used as such to obtain a visa.

At least three foreign nationals were also found to be using the same name as the female officer.

The incident has raised concerns about the security of Afghan passports and the possibility of fraud.

Fraud in Passport Office Revealed in Afghan National Got Afghan Passport

The investigation comes after a report by the Afghan Ministry of Interior, which showed that the Afghan government had issued millions of passports to foreign nationals.

The government has handed over the passports to the Ministry of Interior, which is now investigating the issue.

KARUL - President Ashraf Ghani has expressed shock at Saturday's suicide bombing in Kabul, which killed at least 12 people, and called on Afghan forces to take immediate steps to prevent similar incidents.

This is the second time in less than a week that Afghan forces have been targeted in Kabul.

In a statement issued by the Presidential Palace, Ghani said that "the government's priority is to ensure the safety of the people and the country for this reason we are fully informed people." He added that the government has taken the necessary measures to prevent similar incidents.

In a statement issued by the Presidential Palace, Ghani said that the government's priority is to ensure the safety of the people and the country.